Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of mortality worldwide, and its incidence is projected to rise significantly in the foreseeable future. There is a clear need for novel techniques which can aid in its diagnosis and treatment. Tissue hypoxia, as a component of ischemia, is a primary factor in conditions such as stroke and myocardial infarction and is thought to play a role in the structural and functional changes underlying chronic cardiovascular diseases such as coronary microvascular dysfunction (CMVD), cardiac hypertrophy, and heart failure \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. However, the precise relationship between intracellular oxygen concentration and the pathophysiology of cardiovascular disease in humans is poorly understood. This is due in part to the lack of techniques capable of non-invasively quantifying and characterizing tissue hypoxia in patients. Positron emission tomography (PET) is a relatively underexploited technology in cardiology which has the capacity to non-invasively report on intracellular biochemical events with exquisite sensitivity. In this review, we discuss the potential for utilizing PET imaging to quantify hypoxia in progressive cardiovascular disease, give an overview of the current status of hypoxia-specific PET probe development for cardiovascular applications, and suggest an approach for the screening and selection of future hypoxia imaging agents.

Why Image Cardiac Hypoxia? {#Sec2}
==========================

Cardiac metabolism is predominantly aerobic. As such, the maintenance of an adequate supply of oxygen to myocytes is fundamental to cardiac function and metabolism. Hypoxia, a condition in which intracellular oxygen is too low to satisfy metabolic demand, results in a downstream cascade of disturbances in cellular metabolism including the slowing of oxidative phosphorylation, a switch to anaerobic glycolysis, elevated lactate production, and changes in gene expression, mediated largely by hypoxia-inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α) \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Diseases characterized by hypoxia benefit from early diagnosis and treatment in order to reduce mortality and morbidity. However, the imaging modalities most frequently used in cardiac imaging, echocardiography, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), largely report on physical changes in cardiac structure or contractile function. Subtle limitations in oxygen availability are likely to have biochemical implications for the myocardium long before the effects manifest as the structural or contractile abnormalities which are currently measured clinically, by which time the opportunity for optimal intervention may already have passed. Many cardiac pathologies exhibit low-grade hypoxia as part of their disease progression and could potentially benefit from such an early molecular imaging approach. Non-compensated cardiac hypertrophy is associated with impaired vascularization, resulting in cardiomyocytes that are increasingly vulnerable to ischaemia \[[@CR1], [@CR5]\]. Increases in cardiomyocyte size and progressive tissue fibrosis exacerbate the scenario by extending diffusion distances between blood vessels and mitochondria. This results in an imbalance between oxygen supply and demand (irrespective of concomitant coronary artery disease), leading to cardiomyocyte degeneration, and the inevitable transition to heart failure \[[@CR1], [@CR5]\]. Coronary microvascular dysfunction (CMVD) is common in patients with persistent microvascular angina, obesity, diabetes and hypertension, and underlies the no-reflow phenomenon following acute myocardial infarction \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. Despite its prevalence in a multitude of clinical scenarios, including the progression of cardiomyopathy, it remains difficult to definitively diagnose because current non-invasive techniques lack the necessary resolution to visualize the coronary microcirculation or quantify perfusion at the microvascular level \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\]. Diagnosis of CMVD in patients is therefore typically made through the exclusion of other cardiomyopathies \[[@CR2]\]. Heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) is a similarly poorly understood phenomenon. Representing approximately 50% of all heart failure cases, it is a significant cause of mortality and morbidity and is expected to become more prevalent as life expectancies continue to rise \[[@CR10]\]. The mechanistic causes behind HFpEF are highly multi-factorial, making it difficult to classify, diagnose, and treat \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\], but microvascular dysfunction has been suggested to play a role \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\]. For these syndromes characterized by diffuse low-grade ischemia, often in the absence of a measurable gross perfusion deficit, a definitive, quantifiable, and easily interpreted readout of regional oxygen insufficiency could allow an early and unequivocal diagnosis, as well as rapid feedback on the effectiveness of new pharmacological or surgical interventions \[[@CR15]\]. Imaging the tissue hypoxia which arises as a direct result of microvascular occlusion could provide a positive diagnostic test for CMVD and HFpEF without the requirement for high-resolution imaging of the microvessels themselves.

Imaging Strategies for Myocardial Oxygenation {#Sec3}
=============================================

There are several clinically available approaches capable of reporting upon myocardial oxygenation, either non-invasively (blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) MRI, single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and PET) or invasively (oxygen probes and Doppler flow wires). BOLD MRI distinguishes paramagnetic deoxyhemoglobin from oxyhemoglobin, revealing changes in vascular oxygenation \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. However, because BOLD only measures hemoglobin status in the bloodstream, the biochemical consequence on underlying tissues can only be inferred and not directly determined. Invasive procedures, via the use of oxygen-sensitive electrodes, are also limited both in terms of capacity and practicality. While they have been used for quantifying hypoxia within tumors, they are practically very difficult (and potentially dangerous) to apply in the heart. They provide only a measure of vascular or interstitial oxygen tension in a relatively small sample of tissue, with no spatial information, and their requirement for an accessible site further restricts their utility \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\].

The nuclear imaging techniques PET and SPECT provide real-time quantitative spatial information on the biodistribution of the injected radiolabeled tracer at sub-pharmacological (≥pM) concentrations. They allow the non-invasive imaging of biological systems with great sensitivity, without disrupting them \[[@CR20]\]. Most existing cardiac PET techniques detect either regional perfusion heterogeneity or metabolic changes \[[@CR21]\]. The metabolic tracers ^18^F-fluorodeoxyglucose (^18^FDG) and ^11^C-1-acetate, for example, report on myocardial glycolysis and the citric acid cycle respectively, but their specificity is limited in that their uptake is governed by numerous factors independent of hypoxia or ischemia, including blood flow, substrate availability, hormonal status, insulin sensitivity, inflammation, and cardiac workload \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\]. Similarly, most other nuclear cardiology approaches do not measure cellular hypoxia directly. These techniques, including ^15^O-water and ^13^N-ammonia PET perfusion tracers, infer hypoxia from abnormalities in perfusion and have evolved such that the evaluation of absolute coronary flow is now highly quantitative, offering real advantages in improving the diagnosis of CMVD patients \[[@CR24]•\]. However, hypoxia is classically defined as a mismatch between oxygen supply and demand that has a pathophysiological consequence \[[@CR25]\]; such measurements of flow alone cannot therefore fully account for the other factors that may influence oxygen delivery or diffusion such as blood oxygen content or alterations in cardiac structure \[[@CR1], [@CR26], [@CR27]\]. Furthermore, while assessing cardiac perfusion is undoubtedly predictive of myocardial compromise, without reference to metabolic demand, it is not as informative as it could be. There consequently remains a clear need for a hypoxia imaging method that will provide the possibility of identifying cardiovascular disease earlier, visualizing ischemic syndromes which are currently undetectable, and assessing response to therapy.

While this review will be limited to recent developments in hypoxia PET probe development, numerous complexes have also been evaluated for imaging by SPECT, and readers are directed to previous reviews covering this in detail \[[@CR15], [@CR28], [@CR29]\].

PET Imaging of Myocardial Hypoxia {#Sec4}
=================================

There are a number of characteristics that an ideal PET hypoxia probe should satisfy. Firstly, as the function of these imaging agents is to selectively identify hypoxic cells or regions, they must demonstrate high retention in hypoxic tissue but must also clear rapidly from both blood and non-target tissues to provide a high target-background image contrast, or signal-to-noise ratio (ideally above 3:1), independent of perfusion \[[@CR30]\]. Hepatic clearance should also be low in order to minimize interference when quantifying uptake in the heart. This is frequently a trade-off in radiotracer selection; increased lipophilicity promotes cell penetration through diffusion but also results in higher non-selective tissue retention in cell membranes and higher liver uptake. Similarly, the redox potential of the radiotracer determines the hypoxia threshold at which it is reduced and trapped within the cell (or deposits its radiometal payload), and ultimately determines what imaging applications it may be suited for \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\]. Hypoxia tracer development therefore requires a balance to be struck between lipophilicity and redox potential to obtain optimal hypoxia selectivity, sensitivity, and appropriate pharmacokinetics.

Over the decades a number of PET tracers have been developed for the identification of hypoxia, mostly with cancer imaging applications in mind. Because of low oxygen requirements and chaotic vasculature common in tumors, the degrees of hypoxia common in tumors are far more extreme than would ever be present in hypoxic but potentially salvageable myocardium \[[@CR25], [@CR33]\]. It is therefore unlikely that hypoxia imaging agents optimized for cancer imaging would be equally well suited to imaging cardiovascular disease. Significant refinement of existing hypoxia tracer design is therefore required for cardiovascular application, and the development of more suitable radiotracers is ongoing.

A Suggested Approach for Hypoxia Imaging Agent Screening---"Hitting It Where It Hurts" {#Sec5}
======================================================================================

For cardiovascular applications, it is essential to target tracer selectivity to the degrees of hypoxia prevalent in chronically ischemic myocardium clinically, rather than quantifying maximal uptake during anoxia or extreme hypoxia, which has been the historical approach in cell cultures or isolated perfused hearts. While determining gross tracer uptake during anoxia is a useful first screen for identifying hypoxia-sensitive tracer candidates, it is not safe to assume that the hypoxic response for all tracers is linear or that tracers which are retained during anoxia are more sensitive than their counterparts across all degrees of hypoxia. Comparative hypoxia sensitivity titrations are clearly necessary, but this then raises the question of "what level of hypoxia is pathologically relevant (i.e., what do we want our imaging agent to identify for us), and how do we incorporate that information in a screen?" Perfusion of hearts with hypoxic buffers with no metabolic context is of limited use, and readouts of functional or contractile response are largely only relevant to the experimental model, rather than the clinical situation. Similarly, since intracellular oxygen concentration in cardiac pathologies is unknown (and therefore impossible to replicate experimentally), correlating tracer retention with titrated buffer oxygen concentrations provides limited further insight, particularly since blood and crystalloid buffer oxygen dissociation curves differ widely \[[@CR34]\]. We would therefore suggest that when modeling hypoxia for screening imaging agents against chronic cardiovascular disease, degrees of hypoxic or ischemic compromise should be induced which invoke physiological or biochemical indices of injury representative of those known to exist clinically, namely decreased but not depleted PCr/ATP ratios, elevated lactate washout, and stabilization of HIF1-α \[[@CR35]--[@CR37]\]. While these all are established clinical biomarkers of ischemically compromised myocardium, they are invasive measures, or in the case of ^31^P MR spectroscopy require significant technical expertise and infrastructure which is not widespread, making them unlikely to become routine clinical tests in the foreseeable future. Identifying a hypoxia-selective PET imaging agent which is trapped at the threshold at which these biomarkers appear would provide rapid and easily interpretable insight into the biological status of the myocardium. Further, the use of hypoxia imaging agents validated against these biomarkers would give rise to a more informative range of imaging agents targeted at specific disease processes, beyond simplistic "hypoxic/normoxic" readouts. This approach could be expanded for use in other applications such as oncology, where hypoxia tracers are screened in cell or tissue preparations maintained at hypoxia thresholds associated with propensity to metastasize \[[@CR38]\] or resistance to radiotherapy \[[@CR39]\]. By validating in vitro or in vivo experiments with therapeutically relevant parallel biomarkers, they could be used to provide diagnostically or prognostically useful information beyond arbitrarily labeling tumors as "hypoxic" or "normoxic."

PET Hypoxia Tracers {#Sec6}
===================

In the search for hypoxia-specific tracers for cancer and cardiovascular applications, two classes of compounds have emerged; the nitroimidazoles and the copper bis(thiosemicarbazone) complexes (Cu-BTSCs).

Nitroimidazoles {#Sec7}
---------------

2-Nitroimidazoles were first developed as selective radio-sensitizing agents for the treatment of tumors with a hypoxic core \[[@CR30]\]. As they are capable of selectively accumulating in hypoxic tissue, their basic design has served as a platform for radiotracers for both PET and SPECT imaging \[[@CR40]\].

Entering the cell by passive diffusion, nitroimidazole derivatives become bio-reduced intracellularly to form nitro anion radicals (RNO~2~^**·−**^), independent of oxygen tension. In the presence of oxygen, these anion radicals are rapidly re-oxidized back to their uncharged form and are able to diffuse back out of the cell into the circulation, with their rate of oxidation being dependent on intracellular oxygen concentration. In a hypoxic environment, the potential for re-oxidation is decreased, and the radical anions become reduced further in a step-wise manner to nitroso compounds, hydroxylamines, and amines \[[@CR28]\]. These final products have a lower cell permeability and can covalently bind to macromolecules, resulting in them being selectively retained within hypoxic cells (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a).Fig. 1Simplified schematic of the proposed trapping mechanisms for nitroimidazole derivatives and Cu-BTSC PET tracers. **a** Upon entering the cell by diffusion nitroimidazoles become bio-reduced intracellularly to form nitro anion radicals (RNO~2~^**·−**^). In a normoxic cell, they are rapidly re-oxidized back to their uncharged form and are able to diffuse back out of the cell into the circulation. However, in a hypoxic environment, this oxidation is not possible and the radical anion is reduced further producing nitroso compounds (R--NO=O), hydroxylamines, and amines which can covalently bind intracellular macromolecules and become trapped. *R* denotes the radiolabeled species. **b** Cu(II)-BTSCs similarly diffuse into cells where they can be reduced to a charged Cu(I) complex which is unable to leave the cell. In the presence of oxygen, this Cu(I) complex is rapidly re-oxidized back to Cu(II) which is again able to diffuse out of the cell. If oxygen is insufficient, however, the Cu(I) complex can become further reduced and dissociate. The Cu(I) then becomes sequestered by copper chelating proteins and trapped inside the cell (Adapted with permission from Handley et al. \[[@CR25]\])

Within the nitroimidazole family of radiopharmaceuticals, ^18^F-fluoromisonidazole (^18^FMISO) was the first and most widely studied hypoxia-imaging probe for PET diagnosis, with its first clinical evaluation for cancer applications being reported in 1996 \[[@CR41]\]. Its use in the heart has, however, been somewhat limited. ^18^FMISO has been demonstrated to selectively trap in hypoxic cardiomyocytes \[[@CR42]\] and the canine ischemic myocardium following ligation of the left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) \[[@CR43], [@CR44]\] (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). These are, however, extreme models of hypoxia and are of questionable relevance to the clinic. More recently, the use of ^18^FMISO has shown promise in the detection of atherosclerotic plaques in rabbits and humans \[[@CR45], [@CR47]\] and even in the identification of human cardiac sarcoidosis \[[@CR46]\]. Overall, however, the relative success that ^18^FMISO has had in cancer has failed to translate to the cardiac field. This may in part be explained by its limitations; ^18^FMISO is characterized by low first-pass uptake, slow blood clearance and high liver uptake, resulting in a low target-to-background image contrast of only 2:1. Patients must therefore be injected several hours prior to imaging to allow for blood clearance, and with an ^18^F half-life of only 110 min, a high initial dose is necessary \[[@CR59]\]. Next-generation nitroimidazole PET tracers are being developed, including ^18^F-fluoroazomycin arabinoside (^18^F-FAZA), ^18^F-2-(2-nitro-1H-imidazol-1-yl)-*N*-(2,2,3,3,3-pentafluoropropyl)-acetamide (^18^F-EF5) and ^18^F-2-(4-((2-nitro-1H-imidazol-1-yl)methyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl)propan-1-ol (^18^F-HX4), with the aim of improving blood clearance and image contrast \[[@CR49], [@CR60]\]. Whether these prove to have more success than ^18^FMISO in cardiac disease remains to be seen, but an important question yet to be addressed is whether any agent within this class of compounds are sufficiently sensitive to the subtle degrees of hypoxia associated with compromised myocardium, rather than the extreme tumor hypoxia that they were originally designed to target.Table 1A selection of hypoxia-sensitive PET tracers and their structure and cardiovascular models in which they have been used

Bis(thiosemicarbazones) {#Sec8}
-----------------------

Cu-BTSCs show significant promise as PET imaging agents. With a half-life of 12.7 h, ^64^Cu can be conveniently shipped between sites and does not require an on-site cyclotron \[[@CR27]--[@CR29]\], while ^62^Cu, with a half-life of 9.7 min is produced by a portable generator \[[@CR61]\], allowing flexibility with regard to labeling and imaging strategies. The lipophilic Cu(II)-BTSC complexes freely diffuse into the cell, where they become reduced to Cu(I)-BTSC intermediates. If sufficient oxygen is available, they are rapidly re-oxidized by molecular oxygen and are able to leave the cell intact. If intracellular oxygen levels are insufficient to re-oxidize the complex, it dissociates, releasing the radiocopper payload into the cell, where it is sequestered, giving rise to a hypoxia-dependent PET signal \[[@CR62]--[@CR64]\] (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). Cu-diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone) (Cu-ATSM) was the first BTSC demonstrated to exhibit hypoxia selectivity and is the most widely evaluated complex for both tumor \[[@CR65]\] and cardiac hypoxia imaging \[[@CR25]\]. It is highly cell permeable and clears rapidly from both normoxic tissues and blood \[[@CR32], [@CR53]\] generating high contrast images within minutes (compared with several hours when using ^18^FMISO). ^64^Cu-ATSM has been shown to deposit ^64^Cu in both hypoxic and ischemic isolated perfused hearts \[[@CR50]•, [@CR51], [@CR54]\], as well as in the in vivo regionally occluded canine myocardium \[[@CR31]\]. In the one small clinical trial that we are aware of, Takahashi et al. compared the cardiac retention of ^62^Cu-ATSM and ^18^FDG in seven patients with coronary artery disease \[[@CR56]\]. Of these, six had prior infarcts but were clinically stable, while the seventh had unstable angina. ^18^FDG PET imaging delineated regions of increased cardiac glucose metabolism in five patients, but ^62^Cu-ATSM retention was only observed in the patient with unstable angina \[[@CR56]\]. Taken together, these studies suggest that while Cu-ATSM can detect extreme degrees of hypoxia in tumors and experimental models of extreme cardiac ischemia \[[@CR62]\], it may not be sensitive enough to detect the subtle hypoxia thought to characterize chronic cardiac ischemic syndromes. By modifying their ligand backbone, however, the reduction potential of the Cu-BTSC complexes can be altered in order to deposit radiocopper in cells at different degrees of hypoxia, while properties important to optimizing imaging quality, such as lipophilicity or serum protein affinity, can be controlled by differently alkylating their terminal amino groups \[[@CR31], [@CR66]--[@CR68]\]. There is, therefore, a potential to create a large catalog of structurally related analogs of Cu-ATSM that may be better suited to imaging cardiac hypoxia. We have embarked upon a program of designing, screening, validating, and characterizing such analogs and have thus far identified two complexes in this family, ^64^Cu-CTS and ^64^Cu-ATS which may be an improvement on Cu-ATSM for cardiovascular applications \[[@CR50]•, [@CR51], [@CR52]\].

^64^Cu-CTS---a Promising New Candidate {#Sec9}
--------------------------------------

Our recent screening of our BTSC library has revealed two complexes, ^64^Cu-ATS and ^64^Cu-CTS, which deliver significantly greater hypoxic contrast than either ^64^Cu-ATSM or ^18^F-MISO in isolated hearts perfused with hypoxic buffer \[[@CR50]•\]. In line with our "hitting it where it hurts" approach, we then performed a buffer oxygenation titration study to identify the degree of perfusion buffer hypoxia which invoked hypocontractility, compromised PCr levels but stable ATP levels (by ^31^P NMR spectroscopy) (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a), elevated but not maximal lactate washout (indicating onset of anaerobic metabolism but some oxidative reserve), and no creatine kinase leakage---a phenotype typical of chronically ischemic myocardium clinically. These criteria were met when hearts were perfused with buffer saturated with a 30% O~2~ gas mix. At this key threshold, ^64^Cu-CTS deposited significantly more radiocopper into the heart than any other tracer tested (including ^64^Cu-ATSM (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b) \[[@CR50]•\]), highlighting it as potentially suitable for clinical exploitation.Fig. 2**a** The relationship between hypoxic buffer perfusion and cardiac energetics. Rat hearts were perfused for a stabilization period of 20 min, and then a range of hypoxic buffers for 45 min. ^31^P NMR spectra were acquired throughout. Data represent changes in phosphocreatine (PCr), ATP, inorganic phosphate (Pi), and sugar phosphates 25 min after the induction of hypoxia. \**p* \< 0.05, significantly different from pre-hypoxic control. **b** The relationship between hypoxic buffer perfusion and ^64^Cu radiotracer uptake in hearts perfused in the same manner as described in (**a**). After 25 min of hypoxia, the heart was injected with a bolus of a radiotracer (1 MBq in 100 ml KHB), and its pharmacokinetics followed through the heart by NaI radiodetection. Data represent ^64^Cu retention from each tracer within the heart at each stage for ^64^CuCTS, ^64^CuATS, ^64^CuATSE, and ^64^CuATSM as a percentage of injected dose 10 min after injection. Data represent mean (*n* = 6 ± SD); \**p* \< 0.05, significantly different from pre-hypoxic control values. This research was originally published in Medina et al. \[[@CR50]•\]

PET Imaging of Hypoxia in Coronary Atherosclerosis {#Sec10}
==================================================

An area of cardiovascular molecular imaging in which the use of PET is gaining prominence is in the imaging of coronary atherosclerosis, and readers are directed to several recent reviews discussing this in more detail than will be covered here \[[@CR69]--[@CR71]\]. Atherosclerosis is a chronic inflammatory disease of the coronary vasculature characterized by the formation of inflammatory cell and lipid-rich lesions or plaques \[[@CR72], [@CR73]\]. These plaques develop over years, slowly encroaching upon the lumen and narrowing the artery, producing symptoms with exercise. Both early and advanced plaques can become unstable and rupture, resulting in arterial blockages which are the primary cause of myocardial infarction and stroke.

An advanced molecular imaging approach that allows evaluation of the processes linked to plaque instability and the identification of vulnerable plaques would be beneficial, particularly in high-risk patients. Of the approaches currently under investigation, the targeting of vascular inflammation and calcification has dominated, with ^18^FDG uptake correlating strongly with plaque inflammation in both preclinical models and patients \[[@CR74], [@CR75]\]. However, ^18^FDG has many limitations in terms of sensitivity and specificity \[[@CR23], [@CR76]\]. Its uptake is governed by numerous factors including cell type, local hypoxia, and diet, which may interfere with image analysis \[[@CR47], [@CR77], [@CR78]\]. Furthermore, the significant background uptake of ^18^FDG in a metabolically active heart renders the visualization of coronary arteries extremely challenging \[[@CR79]\]. As a result, there is considerable effort underway to develop more specific PET tracers for targeting unstable coronary lesions.

Hypoxia is a characteristic feature of atherosclerotic plaque growth and has been linked to lesion progression through inflammatory cell activity and intraplaque angiogenesis \[[@CR80]--[@CR82]\]. It has also been suggested that hypoxia may contribute to the ^18^FDG signal observed from evolving plaques by stimulating macrophage and foam cell glucose uptake \[[@CR47], [@CR83]\]. A variety of PET hypoxia radiotracers, including those from both the nitroimidazole and BTSC families, have therefore been investigated as potential atheroma targeting imaging agents in experimental models. ^18^FMISO has been used to successfully visualize hypoxia in a rabbit model of advanced atherosclerosis \[[@CR45]\] while ^18^EF5, an imidazole derivative, has been used to identify hypoxic regions in plaques in two separate atherosclerotic mouse models \[[@CR49]\]. Elevated levels of ^64^Cu-ATSM uptake have similarly been observed in both mouse \[[@CR57]••\] and rabbit models \[[@CR58]\] of atherosclerosis, demonstrating the potential for hypoxia imaging in this application. Indeed, recent work has reported specific uptake of a nitroimidazole analogue, ^18^F-HX4, as well as ^18^FMISO, in regions of atheromatous plaque in patients with carotid artery stenosis \[[@CR47], [@CR48]••\] (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). While the accumulating evidence for a role of hypoxia imaging in the early identification of plaque is encouraging, the causality between plaque hypoxia and vulnerability has yet to be conclusively confirmed. A greater understanding of this relationship would significantly aid the development and selection of a suitable hypoxia imaging agent.Fig. 3Positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) imaging of a culprit carotid stenosis after stroke. **a** CT angiography. Stenosis in the left internal carotid artery (arrow). **b** Fused ^18^F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) PET/CT. Intense uptake in the culprit lesion (arrow). **c** Fused ^18^F-fluoromisonidazole (FMISO) PET/CT. Corresponding uptake is indicative of intraplaque hypoxia (arrow). Reproduced from Joshi et al. \[[@CR47]\]

Conclusions and Future Perspectives {#Sec11}
===================================

Hypoxia can be considered a continuum of injury, both in terms of severity and time, and not an on/off switch. Its definition may therefore shift significantly depending upon our viewpoint or application. As such, we must be specific when we define hypoxia, and equally specific when we screen and validate hypoxia imaging agents for a particular purpose. To optimally exploit our imaging agents, we must fully characterize the degree of hypoxia that they respond to and understand what their retention within a tissue means biologically. With a variety of potential imaging applications characterized by a wide degree of oxygen tensions (and/or oxygen deficits), it is unlikely that there will ever be a "one size fits all" hypoxia imaging agent. In this regard, the flexibility of chemistry in the bis(thiosemicarbazone) compounds represents a significant strength, in that they are highly tunable in terms of hypoxia selectivity and pharmacokinetics, such that they provide the possibility of developing a library of structurally related compounds to be used for a variety of pathologies. Selecting the most appropriate tracer for a given application will require careful co-validation and characterization of each disease process in turn. The next exciting technological development in this field is, perhaps, the increasing availability of PET/MR technology; while MR cannot compete with PET in terms of sensitivity, it may have a significant part to play in terms of providing context for PET hypoxia imaging; enabling parallel real-time indices of tissue perfusion, energetics, and functional response against which hypoxia imaging agents could be validated and corroborated.
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